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With Amigo FM you’ll be able to:
> Defeat noise

We believe that it takes more than
technology and audiology to create

> Zero in on speech

the best hearing instruments. That’s
why we put the individual needs and

> Manage your sound environment

wishes of people with hearing loss
ﬁrst in our development of new hear-

> Be stylish and versatile

ing care solutions.

> Communicate with conﬁdence

And all you have to do is point it and listen!

www.oticon.com

Takes you where
your ears can’t go!

When noise becomes
a problem, Amigo lends
a helping hand
Like any other modern individual, you encounter
situations that put your ears to the test: a restaurant
full of chattering guests, a sidewalk café, where the
hum of the crowd and the noise from passing traﬃc
threaten to sabotage every attempt at conversation.
Or simply the background noise when watching TV.
When your ears can’t capture the sounds you want
to hear, Amigo lends a helping hand. This portable
FM solution helps you cut through noise so you can
get the best out of your hearing wherever you care
to go.

How Amigo works for you
In noisy situations, just two components take you
where your ears can’t go: The Amigo T10 transmitter,
which picks up the person’s voice, and the R2 receiver,
which plugs into your hearing aid ready to receive a
clear speech signal.

Zero in on speech
> Amigo’s digital sound processor shapes the

speech signal for optimal clarity.
> Soft sounds are boosted and loud sounds

controlled, so words sound clearer.

Be stylish and versatile
> Hi-tech, ergonomic design sits easily in either

hand.
> Supremely versatile – wear it around your neck,

carry it or park it on a table.

Manage your sound environment
> 3 diﬀerent operational modes help you cope in

the widest variety of situations.
> Amigo is incredibly easy to use – just turn it

on and listen!

Communicate with conﬁdence
> High quality components promise excellent

Defeat noise
> Amigo uses 4 directional microphones to zero in

on the desired speech.
> Less background noise means that voices stand

out more clearly.

Open here

long-term durability and reliability.
> Consistent performance allows you to

communicate with conﬁdence.

Amigo takes you
where your
ears can’t go!
Defeat noise
Noise, distance and poor room acoustics can make
hearing and understanding a real chore, but the
Amigo T10 makes light work of this problem.
Four directional microphones use sophisticated
digital sound processing to focus on speech, reject
surrounding noise and transmit the signal directly
to your hearing aids.
Without the distraction of background sounds
you’ll experience a dramatic improvement in your
ability to follow what family, friends or colleagues
are saying.

Zero in on speech

Be stylish and versatile

Communicate with conﬁdence

Team up with the Amigo T10 and be certain that

You can use the Amigo T10 in conference rooms,

In the Amigo T10, style and functionality go hand in

anything said by the people you target will sound

classrooms, restaurants and parties, in the street

hand. Ergonomically designed, the shell resembles

closer and so much clearer.

or in your car.

a high-tech cell phone. Smooth, lightweight and

Digital technology gives an extra boost to conso-

>

nants such as ‘s’ and ‘f’, that help you to distinguish
one word from another. And louder vowel sounds

Carry it

Held in your hand, the Amigo T10 helps you focus
on people in your immediate vicinity.

easy to hold, it nestles comfortably in either hand.
The Amigo T10 is built using top quality components
and tested to the most rigorous standards, so you

are subdued, to prevent them from smothering the

>

softer speech cues.

Worn around the neck by the person speaking, the

so that you can communicate with conﬁdence - both

Amigo T10 transmits from up to 30m away.

now and well into the future.

Wear it

can rely on it completely. It will keep you in the loop

Another advantage of digital processing is that
the amount of boost given is carefully calculated

>

to match your hearing abilities and listening

Parked on a table, the Amigo T10 brings people’s

preferences.

voices much closer.
>

Park it

Connect it

Connect the Amigo T10 to your TV and the whole
family will be able to hear at a comfortable volume
level.

Manage your sound environment
The Amigo T10 oﬀers three operational modes to
keep you on top of your environment.
Off
Omni mode
Focus mode
Superfocus mode

Amigo T21 - a
professional
FM solution

When it’s noisy, Focus Mode is ideal: it captures

While the Amigo T10 is the ﬁnest multi-

only the voices appearing directly in its listening

purpose solution available it’s not the only

zone. This makes it perfect for conversations with

FM solution Oticon oﬀers. If you’re taking

two or three friends.

further education courses or are involved in
social or sporting events in venues that could

In crowded environments it’s time to switch to

beneﬁt from a truly professional FM system,

SuperFocus. This mode cuts even more peripheral

the Amigo T21 could be the answer.

noise out of the picture, so you can zoom in more
easily on a single individual.

Easy to use, the Amigo T21 oﬀers all the
functionality and reliability you would expect

Amigo T10 transmitter and R2 receiver, the portable
FM solution

In group conversations – at work or at home - Omni

from an Oticon instrument. Your Hearing Care

Mode is perfect as it captures precious details from

Professional can tell you more about it.

all directions.

